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Seminary Pastor
have never received such violent and hateful words
directed at me as I did at one point last year on ji ur theme for this month has to do
with listening for prophetic voicesinternship. I had been asked to help with a telephone r/
message which invited community members to participate that are all around us but can be easilyff
in a ' town hall meeting' with their Senator to share their
missed due to the" clutter" of our lives. A voice
opinions on environmental issues. I gladly did this at first,      
I heard some months ago was none other than
thinking it was a great opportunity for people to dialogue
that ofWarren Buffett. I think you will find his
with their Senator about those issues which may be important comments of real value. Here is my recap ofwhat
to them. The next morning, I had hateful messages directed he had to say:
at me on my answering machine. Suddenly, these people's Buffett talked about a notion that runs deep in American society that
frustrations with that particular senator were being directed goes something like this: work hard, be ambitious, and you will succeed
at me for mentioning his name. I was told that I was` leading in just about anything you attempt. I grew up with this notion and I
my people astray,'` shame on me,' and that I' could go to hell.'       still believe it's true, but only to a point. It is truly commendable when
I was taken aback by this response. Because of it, however,       people pull themselves up by the bootstraps but what of those who have
my supervisor and I quickly took action and armed ourselves
no bootstraps to begin with?
with the proof that I had not violated any laws to hinder This idea was driven home in dramatic fashion in a comment made by
our tax status just in case these angry people tried to attack Warren Buffett, the Berkshire-Hathaway genius from Omaha, Nebraska.
us with that. Still shaken by the messages, I wondered how Buffett is one of the wealthiest men in America and one of the most
what I thought was an innocent encouragement to engage in generous. Here is what Buffett said to an after-dinner audience some
dialogue could be heard in such a misconstrued way.
time ago.
Our February Concord is about modern day prophets.  He began: Congratulations! You have won the Ovarian Lottery!
As we prepared for the issue to come out, I thought back to What, you ask, is the Ovarian Lottery?Buffett went on to explain. He
this experience( my least favorite of internship) and wondered said, you were born white. You were born in America. You were born
if I was attempting to be a prophetic voice in it?I was making healthy. You were born with a reasonably high IQ You were born into
the call with the hopes that people would have passion about a home that placed some value on education. And you were born into
caring for the environment, but I was also making the call
a home that modeled some kind of a work ethic. Now, Buffett went on
hoping people would realize the importance of their own to say, don't you dare take credit for any of that! It was all a gift from
voice in speaking to our governing officials. We as people
God or perhaps an accident of fate. But whichever, you were granted six
of faith have an important perspective to share and it can in gifts of great worth. Change any one or two of these factors and your life
instances change the world. Some people who may come to
could be a polar opposite ofwhat it now is. After all, it was these gifts
your mind as modern day prophets were also deeply faithful that likely enabled you to get whatever wealth you now possess.
people: Martin Luther King Jr., Mother Teresa, and even Buffett continued: you could just as easily have been born in a rice
Ghandi. Sometimes prophetic voices come from within paddy in Bangladesh, a mud but in Tanzania, or a slum in Brazil. Was
our midst; sometimes they come from outside. How do we our birthplace and our birth home a gift from
identify these voices?Are we bold enough to exercise our own God or just dumb luck?We may never
prophetic voice?      
A AA 4 know for certain but, in either case,
The articles in this issue do many things: they speak
r     'L 4 most of us won the Ovarian
out with prophetic voices and they wonder where God is Lottery and we ought to never
leading in order to discern those prophetic voices. Prophets look critically at those who were
often don' t come with a message that we are just fine where not so lucky. We could easily have
we are, and, thus the messages are difficult to hear. But I been given a low IQ, poor health,
invite you to turn the pages with an openness to see where a very dysfunctional family, or even
God may be speaking to you.     
dark skin which in some parts of the
world is still a" handicap" because of a
very ugly reality called racism.
COVER ART:  Revelation 19: 10 1 am not sure just what message Buffett was trying
Water color, pencil and ink on paper
to convey, but for me, it was a reminder that life is something
by Mike Gaulke, MDiv Junior like a card game. Some folks are dealt high cards, some low cards, and
some seem to get no cards at all. At the very least we should all be more
For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of thankful, more generous, more empathetic, and a lot less critical of
prophecy,  those around us.
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Midwinter Convocation
Jesus is Stalking You A Magical Time of Year
By Elise Wied By Matthew Durance
MDiv Middler MDiv Junior
oral deliberation is something n the midst of J- term and Spring
we do all the time, whether we semester, the campus of Luther
realize it or not, so I was glad Seminary seemed fairly empty until
to see Moral Deliberation as the topic for that magical time of year came around,
this year' s Mid-Winter Convocation. I was Convocation. Though many people, I'm sure,na
also glad to hear, in several different lectures,      are familiar with it, this was a first for me.
the speakers say the Bible does not function The theme this year was Engaging Scripture
primarily as our Christian moral compass. I as Communities ofMoral Deliberation. That
think it is a disservice to the Bible to simplify its purpose like that.     title enough for the convention would bring people, ministers and lay
As Will Willimon pointed out, we proclaim Jesus the Christ before people alike, from all parts of the country, but this also is a perfect
we proclaim moral and ethical deliberation, and the purpose of time for Luther Alumni to come back and see their Alma Mater and
preaching is to put Jesus among the people. It is God's work above old friends they may not have seen in a while. Despite being a first-
ours, so we do our part by getting Jesus out there, and then let him year here in seminary, I can appreciate returning to one's old school
take over and finish the job.  after being away for a while. But I digress, back to Convocation.
It is the age old question ofwhy we preach, and what ministry is We have heard it over and over again in class, being public leaders
for. Are we raising up good citizens, or children of God? Not that in the church and even in the world, we will be asked for moral
we cannot or should not be both, but sometimes we get the order guidance, and this is more important now than ever. With a lineup
reversed. As good Lutherans we know that works do not save us, and including several distinguished faculty from Luther, an amazing
through Christ we are God' s before we are good.   group of preachers and lecturers from our ecumenical partners, and
Not that moral and ethical deliberation should be laid aside; we other leaders in the church, this was a big event. The whole thing
still believe that Christians are morally and ethically bound, and the kicked off with William Willimon, a Methodist Bishop, leading
Bible can inform that. The many workshops dealt with those sorts of worship on Wednesday and giving an inspirational word discussing
issues, and how we work with one another when we the revolution in our world, the
do not agree on moral and ethical interpretations of changing of times, and the age-
Biblical passages. I think we are all too human to old idiom of how we should
ever come to agreements about everything, but as listen to our elders. They love
Willimon reminded us, God specializes in taking to give advice and we should
the wrong people and making saints out of them.      learn to listen when it is offered.
It is a miracle, people, please don't give up!" We From there, we heard several
are all still dependent on a gracious God to receive topics ranging from Luther and
the sinner, no matter how good we are ( or think his teachings, the inerrancy
we are).      of Scripture and the historical
So we come to seminary to learn more about moral debate of what the Bible says
and ethical deliberation and how many ways we are is true, how the Law applies to
not as good at it as we might like to think. We have us Christians, how preaching
all heard some kind ofcall, though, and committed Scripture is a morally authorative
two or more years ofour lives to this work. Willimon EVENT and not ADVICE,
mentioned Matthew 28: 18- 20, popularly known as and even how Scripture shapes
the Great Commission. In verse 20, Jesus reminds worship! The lectures were all
us," Remember, I am with you always, to the end of very engaging, the questions were
the age," or, as Willimon translates it: "I will stalk relevant, and people were able to
you forever." He added, " To be a preacher means being stalked by walk away with the tools necessary to answer these tough questions
the living Christ." It is only fair to extend that to those ofus who will we have to deal with day-to- day in our congregations and in our
not preach in a pulpit in front of a congregation but will proclaim the daily lives. After the lunches were packed on Friday and people
Word in other ways in our various callings( though I suspect most of were on their way back to their homes, the campus was once again
us will formally preach at least once). It was not promised to always near empty, and Convo was over just as quickly as it had begun.
be easy, but go forth, dear community members, and do not fear. You Whoever was able to attend, at least the preaching in Chapel, were
are not alone- Jesus is stalking you. very blessed, and I look forward to next year's Convocation, along
with many others.
Luther Seminary 3
How the Church Is Listening
God In the Uncomfortable Where God is Leading LCCN
By Beth Krolak By Sekenwa M. Briska
MDiv Intern at Sierra Lutheran Church; Sierra Vista, AZ PHD Student
Terra Lutheran is a congregation he Lutheran Church of Christ in Nigeria
s
in transition, living into their LCCN) will be having its centennial
vision of God' s future in this Tcelcbration in 2013. The church has
place. This has been a time of renewal;    enjoyed vibrancy with its evangelistic mission by
PT
Pastor Mark Perry just completed his first preaching the Gospel of salvation in Northern
year of ministry here. When I arrived in Nigeria. Within twenty years the church has grown
September, the congregation had just from 500, 000 to more than 1, 700, 000 members;
finished a " visioning" process and was poised to adopt their the church is enjoying unprecedented numerical growth.
ministry priorities."       Nigeria is evenly divided between Christians and Muslims in many
Our vision for God's mission is being propelled by the Holy tribes. As a result, the church is faced with multifaceted challenges such
Spirit as we pray together and take on the tasks that we are as ethnic conflicts and religious violence. The church provides holistic
called into together. With God' s help, we have seen chaotic ministry, but today such services have declined at a time when there is
conversations suddenly transformed into orderly goals.      continuing political instability, unemployment, and corrupt governance.
We have " adopted" the neighborhood elementary school,    The church is making major impacts in creating meaning for life in areas
finding new ways to be in relationship with neighbors who of health, education, economic empowerment, and peace. Unfortunately,
face challenges; we have a new awareness of homelessness in many services are no longer active. The church is focusing more on
our neighborhood; and we are studying our worship patterns,     institutional control and protection. The level of pain and suffering is
our hospitality practices and ministry in light of the needs of increasing daily.
those around us. This congregation's strong foundation of faith At a time when the church should intensify its prophetic call in
is being built upon, and new life is springing up in many ways.     addressing such numerous problems, the church is declining by playing
Four funerals in as many weeks, followed by the shooting a lukewarm attitude by not raising its voice enough in condemning
tragedy in Tucson, brought the reality of death to us in recent atrocities against people. Women, children and the poor are at the
months. Our call to participate in Christ's reconciling, life-    receiving end of violence. The church needs to do more in responding
giving presence rings powerfully in our ears and is embodied in appropriately to human suffering. The church should live out its prophetic
our compassionate actions.     nature. The church thinks it is alive, but it is dead living; it is neither cold
Is this what I expected?Well, I doubt that God will ever put nor hot( cf. Revelation 3: 2, 16- 17).
me in a place of comfort where I am meeting my expectations The church exists in the society and yet does not make much difference,
and mission. I hope that I will continue to focus on God' s because it compromises its role as a catalyst of change for Nigerians
expectations and mission despite any human discomfort that to experience peace and justice, and most importantly their right
accompanies my call. It seems that God is calling me to a place relationship with God and with all humanity. LCCN should return to its
where my joys and sorrows intersect with the joys and sorrows foundational call, participating in God's mission without compromising.
of the world which is sometimes an uncomfortable place to be The church should remain faithful and obedient to Christ in the midst
and always a place of God's abundant grace.  of such violence and difficulties. God is leading the church to participate
in bringing hope and wholeness of life and salvation.
God' s Identity
By Jennifer Pietz the immediate surrounding community, as well as with ministries
MDiv Middler and communities throughout the world. We are called upon to see
y church ( Woodland Hills)    all people as our neighbors, and to give sacrificially of ourselves, our
has focused on preaching and time, and our resources to serve and love all people. We are challenged
embodying the Kingdom of God to return to the message of the cross in a post-Christendom world,
at least since I started going there in 2002. After and to express our faith with how we live our lives, not just what
having been away for several years and recently we confess in church. Woodland Hills seeks to do this through
returning, I see the church pushing forward in small groups of people that meet outside of church and actually are
the direction of becoming a diverse community the church together through committed relationships that provide
of people who manifest God' s Kingdom in every aspect of our lives.   support, accountability, and opportunities to reach others with the
Church is not an event on the weekends, but our identity in Christ. It love of Christ in ways that are not possible as the whole church body. I
is not a community defined by certain doctrinal or moral boundaries,   see the future of our church as embodying Christ's call to discipleship,
but defined by Christ's love for us that draws us closer to the center—   which means going where we are not comfortable, making ourselves
God— and outward in service to and love of the world. Woodland vulnerable to others in true reciprocal relationships, constantly dying
Hills has made great steps toward building mutual relationships with to ourselves, and embracing the world just as it is.
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Modern Day Prophets
accepting of LGBTQ people and of their relationships. If churchesConflict # Reason For Silence and Christian leaders wish to welcome youth and young adults, we
will have to clearly demonstrate policies and practices of acceptance
and welcome- or defend well a literal application of Scripture.
By Emmy Kegler I do not know which" side" will" win." But I know which vision
MDiv junior I believe- in a liberating cloud at the side of the Red Sea; in the
e ended Churchwide Assembly
deuteronomic scribes who wrote of the Jubilee Year; in the cries for
justice by Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Amos and Micah; in the Son who2009 with" bound consciences"
came to save even the Sadducee and Syrophoenician; in the Spirit
vowing to work together in the descending on the unwanted Gentiles; in Paul who proclaimed the
unity of Christ in the midst of our diversity of impossible unity ofJew and Gentile, slave and free, male and female.
views on the ordination of people in" publicly The trouble now is convincing the world that such a vision is
x accountable, lifelong, monogamous, same-    Christian- not because our Scriptures do not testify to liberation
gender relationships." We know that many and inclusion, but because our actions have not. The church catholic
find this unsatisfactory; the varied sides have been raised and re-    has participated in structures of oppression since Constantine, and
raised by meaningful, powerful, and spiritually grounded voices. We growing numbers of young adults today view the church as intolerant,
might wish to dedicate our energy elsewhere, to " more important"    hypocritical, and judgmental. The roots of Scripture which have
matters, to easier questions. But the' news of the suicides of eight fostered systemic abuse of LGBTQ people need reclamation, and
gay teen boys last fall, and two more this January, stand against not without conflict with Christian brothers and sisters who share
that wish. The overwhelming torment in which LGBTQ people a different vision.
live- and die- is a summons to faithful members of Christ's body.       A" reconciling" vision is not quiet acceptance but cultural disruption,
The question cannot be " Will we do something?" but" What will
Within the church and without. Yet conflict cannot become a reason
we do?" Will we proclaim acceptance and welcome, forgiveness and for silence. Bound conscience cannot mean complacency. We are
called upon to lead with integrity and openness. Each of us must know
redemption, alteration and righteousness?
what we believe, and practice and defend it. We must be learningThis issue will not be settled easily, nor soon, nor by more debate,     now to know ourselves, and then to live in love- even among thosebut by the passage of time. Statistically, younger generations are more we cannot understand.
Which is Worse:  Hearing or Delivering?
By Elizabeth Damico our initial conversation. While it was certainly unexpected and jarring
MDiv Senior for me to have someone go out of their way and offer such words, I
even years ago I found myself alone,   have no doubt that it was much more difficult for my prophet.
late at night in a dark, intimate chapel.      I really love the prophets of the Bible, which is an easy thing to
The ominous worship space was aglow say from my vantage point. With thousands of years of hindsight it
with the light of twenty or so candles, making
is easy to sympathize with the faithful prophets as God called them
to deliver very difficult words in often strange and unexpected ways.it the perfect setting for a reflective worship These bad- ass agents went rogue on their listeners, yet, they were so
service– or a crime scene. My heart skipped misunderstood! Of course, I have a harder time drumming up such
a beat when I turned and found an unfamiliar sympathy for modern- day prophets. I really prefer our modern- day
man standing in the middle of the room. He was young, attractive prophets to stay in the public arena- spout off your wisdom in broad,
and visibly rattled. This man started stammering about how he had unspecified terms. I become uncomfortable with prophetic voices
watched me walk across campus and enter the chapel– so, naturally I entering the private arena ofmy life— speaking in personal, specific
thought he was either trying to ask me out, or kill me. With one hand ways. Of course, I am sure the one doing the prophesying would say
poised on my cell phone and one eye on the emergency exit, I listened the same; to deliver such words, even kind words, is a huge leap of
to his next words," I have a message for you... from God." The visibly faith and then to remain in community with the ones to whom such
agitated, attractive young man continued with an impressive stammer
a message is delivered, this takes faith from all sides. I am thankful
saying, " I don't want to freak you out or anything!" Freak me out?     
for the faith of prophets of all times. My prophet provoked a God-
fearing within, and it wasn't only due to the crime- scene like setting.Oh, no— standing here in a dark, isolated place, this is exactly where The fear welled up because what he said could be true– I should take
I' d like to hear a message from God! The young man delivered his heart, be patient, God is listening. I cannot know or understand the
message ( from God) with much fear and trembling. Through his exchange that happened between my prophet and God, but I am in
uncomfortable rambling I heard words of encouragement– take awe of the trembling young man who answered this call, the first
heart, be patient, God is listening. With that, my very own prophet time, and each person every-time since... " ` for you shall go to all
walked out the door– still visibly rattled.  to whom I send you, and you shall speak whatever I command you.
I never did learn his name, but I saw my prophet everywhere; in Do not be afraid of them, for I am with you to deliver you,' says the
the grocery store, around campus, at a concert. At each encounter we Lord." (God' s call to Jeremiah)
made awkward eye contact and went on our way, never speaking of
Luther Seminary 5
Money Matters
We Are Money People Seminary graduate serving at St. John' s intricate tax laws that ordained clergyLutheran Church in Minneapolis and must follow.  I am not a tax expert, but
By Rev. Erika Kennedy one of our newest Financial Stewardship it is important to know that for IRS tax
Associate Dean of Students Coaches. Meta didn't think of herself as a purposes, clergy are considered " dual
money person" and now Meta talks about status." The money we earn, even though
didn' t balance
money and faith all the time. As a financial it may come in one paycheck, is treated
my check book or stewardship coach, she walks alongside two different ways. Classifying the money
keep my receipts. I seminary students to explore the intersection incorrectly without understanding our IRS
of faith and money. She preaches, teaches   " dual status" can result in big tax bills thatdidn' t know what my
credit score was or how and engages her congregation in exploring no clergy or new pastor wants to deal with.
to take out a loan. But I what it means to be generous people. Like At Luther Seminary, we provide tools for
did come to seminary debt Meta, all clergy are " money people." We you to be the best" money person" you can
free andpaid all my bills on time. I did know give regularly, preach and teach stewardship,   be. Our goal is to send you out with enough
how to askfor help and knew that I'd need to interpret church budgets and monthly confidence to preach, teach and engage the
learn something about personal finance and statements, engage people in " faith and people you serve in conversations about faith
stewardship ifI wanted to create healthy money money" conversations, do our taxes, pay and money. We want you to be confident
habits in my personal and, eventually, mypublic student loans, balance our checking accounts,    in understanding your salary, benefits,
life.  and tuck a little into savings. We might not and clergy taxes. You will never know all
In 2004, eight ofus signed up for a financial be " money people" like those who serve as there is to know, but you can know enough
coach. I remember sitting down to lunch with accountants, bankers or financial planners,    to ask good questions and perhaps even
Tom for the first time and handing over the but we deal with money matters in order to find the " faith and money" conversation
truth: I don' t have any debt yet, but I do have faithfully lead congregations and satisfy the something you devote your life and call
some scholarships. I'd like to think I'm thrifty,   tax requirements of the IRS.     to. As a next (or maybe first step) on the
but I've never really stuck to a budget. Help Most of us going into ministry do not journey to becoming a" money person' in
me figure this out and hold me accountable. I consider ourselves" money people" but that whatever way you describe it, I hope to you
don' t think ofmyselfas a money person- I dont doesn't matter to the IRS ( Internal Revenue consider requesting a financial stewardship
think anyone thinks ofme like that- so I'll need Service). Every April 15th, money people or coach while you' re at Luther. For you
some validation along the way. (` Everyone Has not, clergy file taxes just like everyone else.    seniorsseeking a call, I hope to see you on
a Stewardship Story" by Rev. Meta Carlson on Nothing separates us from this obligation.   Saturday, February 19th at the Clergy Tax
www.tangledupingrace.blogspot.com)      But it's not as easy as completing the 1040-   Workshop. Believe me and all of the seniors
EZ like many seminary students. There is who have attended over the last 25 years, it
Rev. Meta Carlson is a 2008 Luther much to learn about clergy taxes and the is worth your time... see you there.
Prophetic Stewards
By Chick Lane wealth. Nowhere is this more clearly seen than in the prophets. We
Director of the Center for Stewardship Leaders live in a society that has increasingly sided with the rich and seemsdon't    know any modern- day prophets.     more interested in protecting wealth than caring for those who areWhen I started writing this article, I poor. This trend has become a runaway train in recent months.
thought I could point to a_couple
We serve a God who calls us to generous first-fruits giving. Most
candidates. Then I re- read the first chapter of
of us are part of a church where the average household gives awayAbraham Heschel' s The Prophets. That reading 1. 7% ofhousehold income, and too often gives only after all the other
convinced me that the title" prophet" is of such    "
obligations" have been covered. Many of us are part of congregations
importance, and the prophet is in such discord
where generosity is measured primarily by whether the congregation's
with the culture in which the prophet lives, that I' m not willing to bills were paid last month.
hang the title on anyone. One ofmy favorite quotes from Heschel is,       The list could go on. The point is that there is no shortage of places
God is raging in the prophet's words." (p. 5)       related to finances and stewardship where the light of God's WordI don't hold out much hope that we can be modern-day prophets.     encounters plenty of darkness. The challenge for Christian leadersHowever, I do hope we can and will be prophetic. By that I mean is to find effective ways to be prophetic. It is pretty easy for me toholding both society and the church up to the light of God' s Word,      , rite this in the safety ofNorthwestern Hall. It is much trickier for
and forthrightly announcing and working to change those places a pastor to rail against those whose giving pays the pastor's salary.
where the light finds plenty ofdarkness.      That being said, we can find ways to be prophetic. We probablyObviously, there is no shortage of places where this can be done. I won't rise to the level of modern-day prophet, but, if we are to be
am convinced that one of the most glaring is the matter of money and faithful, we simply must finds ways to engage in the propheticfinancial stewardship. We serve a God who consistently sides with task of naming and changing those places where our societal and
the poor and who just as consistently warns against the dangers of ecclesiastical norms miss the mark that God has set for us.
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Vocation and Call
Called to Be An MA First Call:
By Amanda Wills
Signs of the Spirit and Politics
MASenior
By Jason Bryan- Wegner
Pastor of Mission and Outreach at Zumbro Lutheran Church;
What does it mean to be called?     Rochester, MN
What does a call " feel" like?
Is it possible to miss God' s remember this time of year around
y call? If so are there second chances, other campus when I was a student. The anxiety
opportunities to be called again and to and uncertainty for seniors was palpable.
respond? The language of call, especiallyPP Y Everyone wanted to know where they were
in" call stories" can be incredibly confusing.   going. Would they be close to home, for better
As an MA student here at Luther I have the reverse experience ofmy or worse? Would they get to go back to their
MDiv friends. They are asked about their call stories so often that internship synod where they had such a great
they often groan and roll their eyes if I so much as mention the word experience? Would the wrath of God fall in their
call." In my experience, the assumption is often that if a student is in path and they be sent single and 26 years- old to the outer regions of
the MDiv program they must have a call story, but if a student is in North Dakota? Would their restriction be honored or would their
the MA, MTh, MSM or PhD program then he/ she does not have a spouse be looking for a new job, too?And the question that loomed
call or at least their call is not as vital as those in the MDiv program.    large over the whole campus was, " Is the Spirit really in this process
My call story is nothing spectacular or exceptional but I offer it here or is this just political shenanigans the bishops get to play on the
as another way ofviewing vocation.       newbies?"
When I began college I had no idea what I wanted to be when I I remember all of this, but it was not an experience I lived through
grew up, but I definitely knew what I would not be: a teacher or a personally. I waited until my fourth year to do internship so my wife
pastor, so seminary was never even an option. Throughout my college could finish grad school at the U of M. Waiting in line for lunch
years people continually mentioned seminary to me and I continually in the Olson Campus Center one day, I ran into a student I had
brushed them off; I knew that I would be an awful pastor( being a known from ministry in the St. Paul Synod. She asked me if I knew
PK tends to strip the illusions from a person). I figured out that I khat I was doing for internship. I said, " Not yet. It's too early to
wanted to study Lutheran church history in the fall of my senior year apply." Then the conversation took an unexpected turn. She said,
and then scrambled to try to find out where I could actually study   " What do you think about Rochester?" I replied, " New York? That
that. I applied to graduate schools around the country, feeling that I sounds interesting." That wasn't what she was talking about. " No,
was being called to move outside of my small, Lutheran, Midwestern Minnesota." That was not what I was hoping for. I was willing to hear
bubble, and one by one the rejection letters came trickling in. I her out though.
felt as though the doors had all slammed shut and I had but two After listening to the situation she knew about, I was intrigued.
options. I could choose not to continue my education and go out A congregation was looking to expand from one pastor to two, but
onto the job market with a straight history/religion double major they weren't finding a good candidate for an associate. It was a young
no education degree) or I could finally face what God had been church, trying to do ministry a little different than others in the
driving me toward: seminary. Thus I found myself staring at the area. They were considering inviting an intern to come for the year
MA programs on Luther's website and deciding that I was going with the hope that it would turn into a first call once internship was
to apply. I applied, was accepted, registered for classes, endured completed. The thing was that I would have to meet with the call,
FirstWeek, moved into Bockman Hall and began my first semester.    committee in order to be their intern. Not your typical process!
My initial impressions, which have not changed, is that Luther does It ended up working out.
a good job of discussing one vocation ( the ministry of Word and So, was the Spirit in it?Yes. When meeting with the call committee,
Sacrament) and only pays lip service to any other vocations out there.    there was a very real sense of the Spirit's presence and guidance for
I ask the seminary community to consider those of us who are not me and the call committee. When working with the contextual ed
called to this ministry but to others, different but equally important office and the synod office simultaneously, the Spirit was leading me
and useful. I ask us all to remember the oft-quoted words of St. Paul into relationships and experiences that would shape and foster the
in 1 Corinthians 12: ministry I was embarking on.
Now there are     «    Was it political? Yes. Anytime we deal with other people politics
varieties of gifts, but I could finally face what God is involved. Politics involves self-interest on all sides and at its best
the same Spirit; and had been driving me toward:    involves working together to create the best outcome for all parties
there are varieties seminary.     involved: candidate, congregation, and synod. It's messy and it doesn't
of services, but the always work out the way imagined. Remember, I was hoping I was
same Lord; and there going to Rochester, NYI But God uses the process to bless the church
are varieties of activities, but it is the same God who activates all of with our gifts, no matter where we land.
them in everyone. To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit
for the common good" ( 4- 7)
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Playing the Holy Spirit The Envelope Please
Card
By Rev. Marc Ostlie- Olson By Rev. Dr. Gordon Peterson
Associate- Pastor for St. Anthony Park Interim Pastor for Transition at Prince of Peace Lutheran Church,
Lutheran Church, St. Paul, MN Roseville, MN
ear this, O house ofjacob, who ebruary is a time for strolling down
are called by the name oflsrael,    red carpets and for some individuals
and who came forth from the Fto be recognized for their excellence 3
loins ofJudah; who swear by the name of and given a gilded statuette or a gramophone-
the Lord, and invoke the God oflsrael, but not in truth or right. (Isaiah shaped trophy to mark the occasion. Millions
48:1)   of people from all over the world will watch and
I am attracted to the orthodox Jewish reticence to utter God' s listen on television, radio or on the internet as
name. It's a restraint that we fail to practice at our peril- not because the drama unfolds and the presenter says: The
God' s wrath will be necessarily kindled, but because we cheapen envelope, please. A deserving person will beGod' s name when we use it as a shoehorn for our own ambitions or
named as winner, the crowd will applaud and
as rhetorical joint-lock in getting others to play our game. It's time for the winner's life and career will— no doubt— change.
a moratorium on playing the Holy Spirit card in conversations about February is, also, a time for another group of individuals tofirst call." I've prayed about it and I truly think God is calling me to be set apart for recognition. These individuals have worked andbe like Nadia Bolz-Weber" is disingenuous at best, and insulting to studied hard. Many have made significant sacrifices to prepare forboth God and Nadia. Employing similar moves on the institutional
side of the system is patently unfair. What happens when we place the occasion. There is not a red carpet for strolling or chandeliers,caviar, and champagne to mark the occasion. There will not be a
our pi,. ies against one another, upping the emotional ante by making
trophy or a statuette presented to celebrate their great achievement,
our competing pseudo- mystical experiences duke it out, is corrosive but there will be an envelope and probably a telephone call, too. Theto trust, and arrogant, too.
Cut it out.  
envelope, please.
Go easy with the God-speak in matters as personal and practical
The content of the envelope— an invitation to you from one f65synods in the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America. It is an
as the ELCA process of candidacy and call. Instead, be honest about invitation to come and see Jesus in a new context, perhaps a different
the needs and desires involved, and recognize what each player has at
geography, a different culture, or a different demographic. It is anstake. Candidates, understand that ours is a large church with needs
ofvarious kinds in myriad places. Recall that you have come into the iand life— theto begin the first chapter in the story ofyour new vocatione n the life t a rostered leader in the ELCA.
company of this imperfect community voluntarily. You deserve to be I remember the day I opened the envelope. My wife, daughtertreated honestly and with due respect throughout the steps of the way,    ( two years old) and I were ready for inner city ministry in thebut you are not guaranteed a job at the end- even with your degree.
Candidacy committees, regional representatives, bishops, and
West. However, the invitation was to begin ministry in the Central
synod staffers, you must understand that the unquestioned leverage
District of the American Lutheran Church. We were thinking urban.
Denver— the bishop was thinking open country parish in Nebraska.your offices once had over candidates for ministry is, for many Invitations to serve are sometimes full of surprise and grace.
reasons, much diminished. This is a good thing. Increase the level of The people of Christ Lutheran Church helped me mature as a pastor
transparency and mutual respect in the process. Attend carefully to
and leader in the church.  They lovingly taught me the meaning ofthe person the paperwork points to. Honor resistance, even when it
makes your work more complex. Let bright and feisty
rosteredservant
leadership, they taught me about call and encouraged mefolk
to accept my next call, a call to be a mission developer. Abidingand senior candidates inform and shape new processes by which to
meet the changing leadership needs of the changing church.     
Hope in the suburbs of Kansas City encouraged me to accept my...
7lie revelry ofthe loungers shallpass away. (Amos 6:76) next call to synodical work. As an Assistant to the Bishop in two
very different synodical contexts( Midwest and West Coast) for 22I believe that in just a few years, most of us in the ministry ofWord
and Sacrament will also have day jobs in order to pay the bills. This years, I had the privilege to share in the prayerful process ofseeking
candidates to begin their ministry as a rostered leader.
work won't be blogging and writing books, either, but rather along The invitation to serve did not end on a synod staff in California.
the lines of driving taxis or delivering packages or cutting hair. The
churches we serve will be smaller and poorer, perhaps enduring an
I now serve a different role as an interim minister for transition and
exile our last century has earned us, but also less encumbered by the mission in the Twin Cities. It won' t be long and I will begin toyonder about where the Holy Spirit might blow next in my life.trivial and the passing. We need candidates for ministry, and systems It is amazing what can happen when one opens the envelope and
and structures ofgovernance, that will meet this reality with a heart is invited
a
follow Jesus.
for the long haul,
in good faith, and     " I believe that in just a few
with good humor.       years, most of us ... will also
have day jobs in order to:pay,
the bills
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The Assignment Process:
Would God Grin if We Did Ministry Together?
By Rev. Dr. Rick Foss Bishops have a sense ofwhat sort of calls are available at any givenDirector of Contextual Leadership Initiative time. If there is no likelihood of an available call in the near future
ve been asked to reflect on the ELCA that would fit your passions and gifts, they don't want to draft you( yes,
first call assignment process, which I confess I think of it as a" draft" rather than" assignment," probably
may be a source of interest and/ or because I' d rather go where someone wants me badly enough to" draft"
anxiety for some of you right about now.   me).
Jesus' words: " Do not be ( over)anxious"     5. Whether or not you flourish in ministry will have more to do
come to mind, but I realize that's easier
with your relationship with the congregation/ community you serve,
for me to say than for you to do. I have than your particular demographic setting. If you end up in the region/
a confession. I spent 16 years engaged in synod/ city of your choice, but without a good fit for ministry, you will
the assignment process in my former life probably languish; if you end up in a region/ synod/city you hadn't
serving as a synod bishop) and I thoroughly enjoyed it. For 15 of imagined, but with a good fit for ministry, you are likely to flourish.
those years, I was the Region 3 representative in the" first phase" of Unless you are intimately acquainted with all 10, 000 congregations in
assignment, the assignment to regions. It was one of my favorite things this denomination, it is wise( as well as faithful) to be open to places
to do, despite the time it took. I considered it " incarnate treasure you haven't yet imagined.
hunting" of the best kind.    6. The second most important thing to remember is this: you can
Assignment is about your life, your future. But it isn't only about always say no. That is, no one can force you to take a call if you
your life and your future; since you are going to be a servant leader don't believe God is calling you there. So relax a bit throughout the
in the church, the assignment process is about the life and mission of process; you hold veto power, and that should let you explore all sorts
God' s church and God' s people, too. It is about helping congregations of possibilities without undue fear.
find a pastor who can and will serve them well, and helping pastors 7. The most important thing to remember is this: not only does God
accept calls to congregations where they can flourish. In short, it's love you and want you to flourish, this church and those engaged in
complicated. the assignment/ call process care deeply about you. You matter. You
You may hear people tell you to just" trust the system'; well, maybe,   will be loved. It may be a bit messy in the meantime, and you may
but I only have moderate trust in any human system. Someone might not be catered to or get everything you think you want, but you will
suggest you try to take control of the system, but since the desired be loved, valued and cared for.
outcome is a deep relationship with the Body of Christ, any attempt at I have served in many calls: as a parish pastor in the Midwest and
control seems counterproductive, as with any meaningful relationship.   the Northwest; in small and very large congregations; as a bishop; and
You may hear soothing reassurances that all will work out as you desire now here at Luther. I have to admit I hadn't envisioned any of them.
or you may hear chilling horror stories- both are exaggerations and In fact, the only time I remember being very specific about" where I
unhelpful. On the other hand, you may hear someone urge you to would serve next" was when I said that in my second call I wanted a
remember that the Lord has promised to be with you always, even small congregation in a small town. I tried to make that happen. It
through this process; with that, I totally agree.   didn't. It was frustrating at the time, but I finally quit trying to control
Here' s what I know, from being in the middle of it for years God's process and simply went about being transparent about who I
and caring deeply about the wellbeing of both pastors and am and how I hoped to serve. That worked better, probably because
congregations:       the Holy Spirit has
1. Representatives from all nine regions and all eight seminaries of a larger imagination     «
this church will gather in Chicago for the first phase of the assignment that I do.  GodI is ased to xe ect
process, with the intent that someone will know you.    may expand your
OnU1
ow the s
ocs m  t
1 nment
Popl -
etice
2. Others, particularly bishops and key synod staff people, will read imagination too.       p0 It c ll3
with care what you have written about yourself, and what is written I was asked to
about you. They take the Rostered Leader Profile seriously, so hopefully reflect on how the
you have filled it out with accuracy, grace and self-awareness.    assignment process
3. Assignment/call is deeply relational; this is more like dating than might be prophetic or political. In the end, I don't think it is either. It
job hunting. It is a mutual enterprise. You and the region/ synod/   is a process managed by sinner/ saints who are trying to keep the Holy
congregation are each saying, " Here' s who I am; who are you? And Spirit at the center and tend the needs of God's people. It is deeply
would God grin ifwe did ministry together?"    relational, fully incarnational, and a reasonably effective way to help
4. Life has limits. There is probably a congregation of almost every congregations and pastors find one another so that God' s mission can
conceivable description looking for a pastor. However, there won't be furthered and God' s people sustained. Beyond that, it's a mystery.
necessarily be one of every description in every synod at every moment.   Enjoy the ride!
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Prophesy In the Pulpit
What Does it Mean to Modern Prophecy
Prophesy? By Chris Brademeyer
By Steven Biederman
MDiv Middler
MDiv Middler
by does it seem that we distrust
f # y his own admittance we know that
prophets' so much? We often
take one of two routes whenPaul had a certain unique desire for the
churches he worked with. He desired dealing with a ` prophet'. Firstly, when
that when the members of the church gathered
someone claims to be this, we often think
together as one body they would all prophesy of vaguely Christian cults centered around
to each other ( 1 Corinthians 14: 1, 5). But what a charismatic( and crazy) person who makes
does it mean to prophesy?In order to get the full rather cryptic and senseless remarks about reality or some dire
significance of prophecy from the pulpit, we have to understand what prediction about the immediate and impending end of the world.
Paul meant when he said, " I wish that you all would prophesy." Paul
In short, anyone who claims to be prophetic is insane. The second
also says in verse 3," those who prophesy speak to other people for their way is much more subdued: we remove all chance of the person
up- building and encouragement and consolation." Paul seems most having any revelatory insight and make him or her, as Hobbes
concerned about prophecy in its role of building up the church.    argued, the best predictor, who receives his or her predictions from
All those in worship speak the truth of God through the Spirit's
a close observation of nature. In fact, most thesauruses available
inspiration in the singing of hymns, the prayers, reading of scripture,     list prediction and prophecy as synonyms. This can be nuanced in
and the liturgy or the choir. Within this mindset the question of different ways; we call them shapers of culture, people who make
prophecy becomes: how can we speak to others in worship for their uncanny( but neither revelatory nor supernatural) predictions, and
building up, encouragement and consolation?Do we do that, or provide folks who usher in some great technological revolution prophets.
an opportunity to do that? Prophecy can be in sharing the peace and Unfortunately for many Christians in this age, we have an
the prayers for others. Communal prophecy can also be in joining embarrassing historical tie to prophets. After all, if all modern
together in song and confessing our faith. The normal protestant
prophets are either charlatans or good guessers, what relevance do
practice associated with this view has often confined prophecy solely
these ancients have to us now and, worse still, what do we do with
to the person behind the pulpit. This simply does not mesh with the that sticky business in Paul's letter to the Corinthians about the
apostle's wish that all who are present in the meeting would prophesy.     Holy Spirit gifting people with prophecy ( 1 Corinthians 12: 10)?
With this in mind let me address the following question more Must we side with the world around us and dismiss the possibility
directly. How do I feel about being the voice of God by prophesying that anyone could, truly, be a prophed
in the pulpit? I asked my father, an ELCA pastor at Holy Trinity in What if our definition is wrong? Perhaps the prophet is not a
Ankeny, IA how he feels about prophesying from the pulpit. " I feel manipulator, a social architect, or even a future-predicting fortune
humbled, honored and sometimes worried that I' m being unfaithful to teller. Perhaps the role of a prophet is something much simpler,
the task of preaching. After I preach I usually pray," for anything that and more necessary. If one looks into this topic, one is forced to
was true to your
ask, " Why?" Why would God provide people with this gift, if
word, thank you.    it really does exist, or, for that matter, any gift at all? Spiritual
For anything that
Paul seems most concerned gifts are not ends in themselves, despite the fact that much of the
was not, I ask for about prophecy in its role of rhetoric about them would suggest this. Rather, they function as
forgiveness." I agree signs that point to the One who provides access to our gift-givingg g building up the church.
with his sentiment.    God, Jesus Christ. So then, what do we do with these claims? Can
Prophecy can be we, as people of the Christian faith, dismiss the idea that the Most
humbling for all Holy Trinity provides gifts to us through the Holy Spirit to lead
who are involved. I others to this Truth?Or must we really dismiss these signs of God
think Paul understood this and encouraged his community to prophesy
as our secular culture would have us?
and receive prophecy for humility between God and neighbor for the
building up of the church.
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Read This
Luther Students Want to Read More Global Theology
By Nathan Roberts Satisfaction of All Survey Participants
MDiv Senior
uther Students want the people's
theology not just Euro-American V Stheology.    New perspectives are
being lifted up in bestsellers like The People's
History of the United States which " infuses
the often-submerged voices of blacks, women, American Indians, N
war resisters, and poor laborers ofall nationalities." Sociologist Peter
Jenkins calculated that if trends continue by 2040, Euro-American SS
Christians will be the fifth largest Christian group. The theology
from the margins is quickly moving to the center stage. And while
an increased diversity in Luther readings and new faculty members
have helped, there is a hunger for more.
I recently asked Luther Seminarians to indicate their
perception of the racial/ ethnic background of the authors of 20th
and 21st Century assigned readings at Luther. They typically thought V= Very Satisfied
around 70% were written by Euro-American authors, 10% by Non-     S= SatisfiedWhite International Authors, and 8% by Non-White Americans.*     SS = Somewhat satisfiedAnother consensus emerged: 88% of students were dissatisfied with
N= Not Very Satisfiedthis racial/ ethnic breakdown.
By the numbers Christianity is growing most quickly in Africa,
Asia, South America, and Americans of Color. So what might
explain the racial/ ethnic breakdown of our reading assignments?      Ethnicity/Race Breakdown of Assigned
Perhaps it is the ideological shifts taking place. Until the 1960's Authors
western theology was preoccupied with the modernist question of
remaining orthodox amidst a rising tide of secularism and historical
criticism. And this question is primarily addressed by Euro-American
theologians, because it is a primarily a western problem.  But now D) 10. 6%
new questions are emerging. Global theologies take seriously racial/
ethnic perspectives and are often more interested in power and B) 10%
politics.       F
To Luther Seminary's credit it has recently made some important
C)changes to include global voices.  There is a small but talented7.7%   
number of students ofcolor at Luther. And it is no coincidence that
4 professors with international roots ( Profs. Baretto, Chung, Farag,      o
and Hansen) have joined the Luther Seminary faculty since 2005.      
A) 71. 7/ o
We all need to hear theological reflection from cultures where the
Church is growing.
It is very difficult to assess the actual racial/ethnic breakdown of
assigned readings but I trust the students arefairly accurate. A) White Euro-American Authors
B) Non-White International Authors
C) Non-White American Authors
VARIETIES SHOW AND
AUCTIOND) 
Unsure ofAuthor' s ethnic/ racial background
Tuesday, March 8
Community Meal, Auction, Skits, Music, Hymn Bracket,
Support Camp Ministries, and more...
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Modern Day Prophets
Called to Peacemaking in a Culture of Violence
By Mark Hannan actively work to prevent violence. This was a intoxicating atmosphere of violence often as
MA Senior community like all of the others I had lived a pathway to power( individual, institutional,
in: people cared for each other and came international, etc.) but sometimes senselessly.
riving pasttogether to address mutual concerns.    As a result, we have lost the creativity and
that spot hope to imagine a world that doesn't opt for
became a Suddenly, I came to see that I had been violence as a first resort.
sort of ritual for me sold a false bill of goods. Since childhood, I
a litany my body had been taught that some neighborhoods Prior to the recent shootings in Tucson,
would recite.  An act were safe and some weren't. It was implied Arizona, faith leaders had been wrestling with
of devotion to a child that, as long as I stayed within the respectable concerns over an ever increasing tolerance for
who had been gunned down on a sidewalk I racial, cultural, and socio- economic borders violent rhetoric, random shootings, domestic
couldn't, for the life of me, distinguish from I would float through life excused from the violence, and war zones as they prepared for
the others around it. A sidewalk I couldn't impact of violence. This de facto division of a conference on violence in March of 2011.
distinguish from those I had grown Ftp on the world into safe and not safe, into good The unrest and concerns of these religious
two states away.   neighborhoods and sketchy neighborhoods,   leaders have been highlighted by the tragic
Weeks earlier the evening news had was as a veil drawn over my eyes. events in Tucson and the continuing gun and
described details more concretely: South Side In a flood, I recalled the teenager who was community violence in Chicago and other
of Chicago, 15- year- old African American shot dead on his bike just up the hill from my metropolitan areas.
boy, sophomore in high school, robbed at childhood home in suburban Minneapolis. I It is in critical times such as these that
gun point, fatally shot in the chest. Within saw the face of the middle school student in faith and community leaders from across the
hours of the initial report he had a name:   pristine Rochester, MN who had taken his nation will gather at the SCUPE Congress on
Marquell Blake.   own life with his father's rifle. I felt a pang Urban Ministry to commit ourselves toward
In any sensible world these details alone go up my side like I used to get on long Peacemaking in a Culture of Violence.
would have been enough to unhinge an runs with a friend who abruptly ended his The faith community is finally finding its
average day.  Chicago though,  like many own life after returning from active duty to collective voice on this issue— teachers, social
American cities, has been awash in tragic civilian life with his family.      workers, psychologists, and law enforcement
details all too similar to these in recent years.       Now I am convinced: there is no safe have all weighed in— but the church has not.
By April, Marquell Blake was the 32nd and no unsafe America. We all breathe the Now is the time for faith institutions to join
Chicago Public School student shot and common cultural air of our environment in action and in voice on actively resisting
killed in the 2008-2009 school year. Several and that air is currently polluted with the violence in our streets, in our cities, and
journalists had already remarked that the toxins of violence. On streets, in families,   throughout our nation.
death rate of students from Chicago was in schools, at our borders and across the Theologians and faith leaders like Walter
24 times higher than that of soldiers from oceans, America has come to rely on the Brueggemann,  Shane Claiborne,  Renita
Chicago serving in combat zones in Iraq.    Weems, James Forbes and Michael Pfleger
Even so, it wasn't until I heard the final have answered our call to be prophetic voices
detail that something shook loose within me:  of peace at the conference. What is needed
7700 block of South Carpenter Avenue. This now are individuals committed to adding
shooting had occurred a mere four blocks their voice to the growing call for peace by
from the church where I had been doing my participating in the gathering.
internship for a Masters in Urban Ministry As future and current church leaders will
through SCUPE and Luther Seminary.      c
s
you join leaders from communities all across
Something about the proximity to a place the nation in taking a stand against violence
that had become dear and personal to me and discerning a path forward in which our
through daily work and connections meant churches can play a vital role in creating a
that I couldn't excuse this as just another more peaceful future for all people?
tragedy in another part of town.
t We hope to hear your voice at the 2011
In the Auburn Gresham neighborhood, I Congress on Urban Ministry in Chicago, IL
had heard the stories of the diligent work of March 1- 4.
tireless community members to better their k 3
neighborhood, I had heard the sermons and For more information please visit:
the press conferences calling city and church www.congressonurbanministry.org
leaders to no longer simply provide the vigils
and eulogies after acts of violence, but to
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A Prophetic Cry for Well-Being
By Karen Treat An article from August in the New York Times, entitled" Taking a
Campus Nurse Break from the Lord's Work," revealed the state of Clergy and church
leaders. They are a sad and burnt out crowd. The article noted theherefore this is what the Holy One of
abundant numbers of clergy that don't take vacation time, muchIsrael says:  Because you have rejected
less a day off. They find themselves in constant contact with churchTthis message, relied on oppression pressures through our wonderful/ wicked media. Stress is enormous
and depended on deceit, this sin will become
and clergy are leaving their calls in greater numbers than ever before.
for you like a high wall, cracked and bulging It is disheartening and a poor reflection ofwhat God wants for us.
that collapses suddenly, in an instant... Yet the Martin Luther wrote in Freedom ofthe Christian the need for care
LORD longs to be gracious to you; therefore ofself. It is because of Christ that we care for ourselves. Without our
he will rise up to show you compassion. For the LORD is a God of health we cannot do the ministry. We take care of our health for the
justice. Blessed are all who wait for him!" ( Isaiah 30: 12- 13; 18 RSV)   sake of our neighbor. It is not others first, it is because of others, that
What does it mean to be a prophet?A prophet commonly first we must tend to our well- being.
rejects their role; they don' t feel worthy or capable. After a few Having a Parish Nurse on campus is for the sake of the community.
exchanges with God, the prophet relinquishes and goes forward for It is the role of the nurse to remind you that you can take care of
God. I have felt prophet-like. It took me awhile to follow the role of yourself. It does not mean you are selfish. Luther Seminary wants
being a Parish Nurse. Visiting people in the hospital and advocating you to leave feeling prepared to do ministry. It comes through
for parishioners within the healthcare system is easy, but what I don't the classroom, CPE and internship. It comes through taking part
like is confronting unhealthy behavior. I am really all about grace.      in Healthy Leaders " Living Well at Luther" activities. We care
I often stand alone pleading for those who will listen to take care of for ourselves through healthy activities, many of them seminary-
themselves. I am sure I am dismissed by many, similar to the prophets sponsored: community potlucks, game night, spiritual direction,
of old. How can my understanding ofcaring for the whole self have discipleship, Ultimate Frisbee, basketball and softball. You live well
anything to do with serving in God' s mission? It is others first, we because of God and for the sake of the other.
are last. Praise be to God.
Finding Community in a Syllabi-Driven Life
By Janet Montgomery are still drawn to the area where we grew up, making regular trips
MA Junior home. I couldn't believe all that we share in common.
Does your syllabi- driven life rob the people who cross your path
met President Bliese the other day. He every day of yourpresence?
j mentioned the name of a fellow student,     To those of us consumed by our own agendas, too introverted,
after discovering that we both spent time disinterested or busy, comes a reminder to be the body ofChrist here
in athletics at Old Dominion University in and now. What does it say about me if I am too preoccupied learningXW-
µbout pastoral care to make time for my 89-year-old mother- in-law Virginia. President Bliese shared with me that
a a who lives amile away?Each of our lives is filled with people who
need he grew up in Virginia Beach after his
father
k was called toa church in Norfolk. His brother to see and hear the Gospel. Yes,evenat
seminary. Everyone is busy. No one seems to get allof their assigned
reading also attended ODU. done. It breaks my heart, though, when I learn that student
has A few days later, classmate mentioned this same student' name been here for semester and still doesn't know anyone in his
classes. in conversation about sports and faith. Okay, I'll check out the It surprises me when I have heard a non-board student say that
they student directory.    have" enough" friends, and don't really have time for it at Luther.
A The following week,while walking through the lobby of Olson woman I sat with at lunch the other day told me that she has neverfelt Center, I recognized this student. In less than 10 minutes, " Hi, I'
m part of the community—after more than four years.
Wow. Janet," ledtonumerous commonalities discovered. Rats, late for It is important that we value the people of our current
context, chapel
again. practicing our connecting skills, gaining confidence along the
way.Both of us grew up in small western Minnesota towns 30 miles apart.   Personal skills are important to build upon as you begin your
work We both spent time at the same university in the stateof Virginia. We and are easier to learn in this setting. One of my friends
intentionally were both DivisionI athletes who are now finding meaning through eats dinner on campus once a week to be open to others.
Another coaching. In fact,our current coaching duties run up to 10-20 hours open-minded student finds herself having surprising
conversations week, adding both joy and stress to our lives. We both have had as she walks on
campus.periods without our respective sports and felt empty.We discovered Each of us lives inavarietyofcommunities and spheresof
influence. several players and coaches that we both knowin
common.     Call me old-fashioned, but I do not think that the artof friendship
is We agreed that sport gives usa natural intersection into people'
s passe.Through us,the Holy Spirit informs the world whatChristian lives and surprising credibility with young people. We both have friendship is all about.Christ calls us into community here and
now.military affiliations. We both lost our dads in the past few years. We Gotta go. My new friend and I are having lunch
today. 14
Coming Up
Next month . . .  How do you preach into a culture that is gradually dying? What about a church that
seems to have no future? The Concord is taking an issue to discuss the future of the church in an agricultural
society, tackling at once the issues of community, environment, and rural ministry. Farm culture affects us
all from the food that we eat to the health of our shared ecosystem, so it' s time to think--theologically and
practically-- about how we are going to do church on the farm. Share your thoughts with us. Articles are due by
Monday, March 7 to concord@luthersem. edu
Pay rate is$ 15 for articles less than half a page( of Concord space) and$ 30 per article a half-page or larger.
Environmentalists, skeptical environmentalists, anti-environmentalism Though currently a city dweller, my life began
demand a lot ofattention especially those who get swept away in the on the farm and that country life is where my
floods ofclimate change. No sooner has one uttered a word in defense heart remains. Separated by cornfields and
of this good planet earth and the damage that climate change has cow pastures, the physical distance between
wreaked than another one raises objections! Skeptics point out that farms does little to stop a strong community
such arguments based on climate change are usually funded by special from forming. Trick-or-treating at Halloween in our country
interest groups and, in any case, there are many community was unlike the fun-sized loot of the town
more urgent problems facing humankind, like kids. We were given full-sized
eliminating HIV/AIDS. Contrarians will To introduce our next issue, we askedone stafffaculty and,„E candy bars and invited in for
always make themselves heard on the air-waves, Student to share: What connnunitylplace is God callingthe ' t,     a can of soda, cookies, and
at tea-parties or wherever else they might find a church into to speak a word ofpromise o, law?    from Mrs.Rude in particular
susceptible audience. They categorically point t a handful of quarters to add to
out that there is no such thing as climate change,   jJO our piggy banks. My brothers
pulling out of their pocket a list ofscientists to jjV       and I would take bike adventures
match any list that the environmentalists might around the block”( Mind you, a
have. In the end, one can only think that all country block is four miles.)
these arguments really don't matter. Who cares and we would hop to neighbors'
if there is climate change or not? I don't mean houses along the way, drinking
to sound flippant, in fact, quite the opposite.   from their water spigots on hot
The perspective that I take on this issue has summer days.  We can knock
I,;
nothing to do with whether there is climate on our neighbor' s doors for
change or not. In fact, long before there was anything and they knock on ours.
ever such a thing( or not) as climate change,  Typically, it's not for a cup of
the Lutheran Confessional writings direct us The answer,f°' sugar but more unconventional:guess wh°?" can g
towards a very active environmentalism! Stated hefound on the borrowing a skid loader, a bale
very simply: God cares for creation and for us hotton ofpage IG of hay, or letting us know where
through creation and invites us into that care.   their hidden key is so we can
Actually are the Ten Commandments all about serving the neighbor?       feed their cats while they're on
Yes, my neighbor is the person next to me, the one who encounters me vacation. It's helping the neighbor reroof their home after a
whether or not I like him/ her. But the neighbor is also my child and my tornado. ( I'm not a qualified roofer but I can bake cookies.)
child's child who will be hopefully living here long after I am gone. Don't Bringing a casserole with cream-of-something-soup after a death.
I want to serve them( all those future generations already now with us) by Strength in numbers to gather the cattle that escaped. We're
caring for this earth and making it a healthy, wholesome and sustainable closer than we would be ifwe lived in next-door apartments. It'sj place? Perhaps the earth itself, this beautifully created world, also cries out the kind ofwork and type of living. The acres of crops are no
ffor care and in that cry becomes my neighbor too?     barrier to community but instead what tie us together.
Environment/ Community can be defined by natural elements( rivers, mountains, deserts, etc.). Environment/ Community can
be defined by political covenants( treaties) using natural elements as reference points. Environment/Community can be man-
made( roads, bridges and walls). Environment/ Community can be defined by prejudice( religious, racial, political, economic,
recreational, technological or educational). Environment/ Community can be defined by the senses( touch, smell, sight, sound
or taste). Environment/ Community can be defined by occupation or habit.
Any of these defining elements can be viewed as positive or negative and that value can change with time; experience and circumstance.
What doesn't change is the will of an individual to seek outside a defined area, to bridge a division, and to explore and learn; what doesn't
change is the desire to know each other. Any place you are can be altered with a smile and acknowledging the other person, which then
creates community/common unity." U" are in the middle of it all.
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Table Talk
The Concord asks...
If God called you to be a bill
prophet, what excuse would The Seminary through younger eyesyou use to get out of it?
By By Rebecca Breddin, MDiv Junior
Featuring Xavier Breddin( Age 6) and Lydia Breddin( Age 2)
I gotta study"
Mandy s we were preparing to move down to St. Paul from Osakis MN my kids
Brobst-Renaud,     were really into the pixar movie UP. To ease the transition of moving
MDiv Senior Afor our kids we referred our move to campus as an adventure. This
also helped calm our nerves as well! When things didn't seem to go as planned,
we chalked it up to being on an adventure!!!
Reflecting back on the nine months we have had on this adventure we asked
Xavier our eldest, a kindergartener, to share some of the things he has really enjoyed
about living here at Luther. He shared," I really like the vending machines!" We
waited for something more, maybe something a little more profound to be said.
Surely God I guess we were expecting a moment of clarity that our six year old would profess
could find from his lips. Or maybe words of affirmation that as parents we made the right
someone choice to uproot and take on a new adventure. However, all we got was that
better than Luther has great vending machines.
me to be a
prophet."   Surely, there was more than just the excitement of vending machines! What
Rusty Brace, about new friends we've made or the all the activities available on any given
MDivMiddlerweekend in the Twin Cities? On this new adventure we have gone to zoos,
museums, downtowns, state parks, and sports events. Things not available to us
in the small town of Osakis. Certainly, as we have tried to soak up all that the
Twin Cities has to offer, there would be something worthy to note other than the
vending machines. Lydia being two is not yet able to articulate what she enjoys.
Too busy. I work We are pretty sure that she enjoys running around the Olson Campus Center and
for the Church."     sneaking into the bookstore to play with the dragons. Yet, this running around
a  41 i
Josh Stibb, MDiv
the Olson Center often leads to the Coke machine downstairs. Again, another
Junior vending machine!
I guess it really is the simple things
in life that make us happy.
y,       Essentially, in their eyes we
have a vending machine at ourMy therapist saidoto ignore the new home! How cool is that! I
voices in my head." can' t predict what the future
Drew Yackel-Juleens ` '  
will hold as we continue on our
MDiv Junior
adventure. I am sure we will get
lost( even with a GPS). We will
get sidetracked or even derailed
from what we think is our end
goal. However, I do know that
when things seem tough and I
I have gas"  
seem to have lost the directions,
I can just head up to campus
Peter McLellan,       and enjoy a nice cold coke with
MA Senior
0 my son!
Wait until we show him the
death mask!!!
Answers to` Guess Who' on page 15- 1. Dirk Lange, Associate Professor
ofWorship; 2. Lynne Moratzka, Coordinator ofDonor Relations; 3. Lindsay Stolen, MDiv Senior
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